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product information
Greenheart is currently a threatened specie of
evergreen that grows in South America; by
definition it is a softwood, but it is very hard and
durable which is why is was used for the decks in
rail cars; the regular bolt hole pattern creates
visual interest in a palette of brown, tan and gold
toned wood; the fine grain flows smoothly from
one board to another and there is very little
character aside from the intense hole pattern; it
is a great wood for commercial, retail or
restaurants
specie
Greenheart (Chlorocardium rodiei)
source :: antique 100% recycled
decking from railcars
moisture content
kiln‐dried to 6‐8% moisture content
hardness
janka hardness rating: 2350
character rating
our character rating: 6.5 (rustic elements)
our character scale rates floors on a 1 ‐ 10 scale; a low
number is a refined floor and a high number is very rustic

grade scope
unless otherwise stated the grade standards
apply to an entire floor and not to individual
boards which allows for a more natural look even
in the refined products
knots
generally there are very few, if any, knots
holes
a heavy pattern of small bolt holes with ferrous
bleed
cracks/checks
much of the desired character of this product
comes from checks in the surface of the boards
product description

so an unlimited amount of checking is allowed;
cracks through the thickness of the board are
allowed as long the board is stable enough for
nail down installation
color
the color variances are unlimited, but
predominately range from nutmeg brown to tan,
to dark brown
grain
the majority of the wood will be flat or cathedral
grain; some rift cut or quarter sawn boards may
be included
millwork
¾” thick; the tongue and groove will be milled on
the edges; the back of the board is milled with
back outs; the ends of the boards will be cut
square
widths
3” face width
lengths
about 3’
surface
the face is planed smooth, but will still have
variances from checks and bolt holes
installation
basic principles of installation for solid wood
floors apply to this product and it should be
installed according to the standard professional
practices of your area; although, installers should
be well experienced with custom wood floors and
have artistic skill in board placement
unfinished
this flooring product comes unfinished and is
designed to be prepped and finished on site
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